TEL AVIV, ISRAEL (AP)--ARGENTINA'S FORMER AMBASSADOR TO ISRAEL TODAY SAID MARTIN BORMANN--HITLER'S DEPUTY WHOSE FATE HAS BEEN A MISTERY SINCE THE WAR--WAS IN ARGENTINA WHEN ADOLF EICHMANN WAS CAPTURED LAST YEAR.

DR. GREGORIO TOPOLEVSKY, NOW RETIRED FROM THE ARGENTINE FOREIGN SERVICE, SAID IN A TEL AVIV NEWS CONFERENCE THAT BORMANN HAD BEEN LIVING UNDER AN ALIAS AND DISAPPEARED INTO BRAZIL WHEN HE HEARD OF EICHMANN'S CAPTURE BY ISRAELI AGENTS IN MAY 1960.

TOPOLEVSKY SAID ARGENTINE POLICE KNEW OF BORMANN'S PRESENCE. HE DID NOT ELABORATE.

TOPOLEVSKY ALSO SAID THAT IF ISRAEL HAD REQUESTED EICHMANN'S EXTRADITION THROUGH OFFICIAL CHANNELS, HE WOULD HAVE VANISHED "TWO HOURS LATER." EICHMANN WAS SPIRITED OUT OF THE COUNTRY BY ISRAELI AGENTS.
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